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Told in multiple voices, at an elite     
summer program for coding experts, 
sixteen-year-old Nora is an outsider and 
when another participant disappears, the 

ex-girlfriend of her crush, the trail leads back to her.  
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When the creator of a high school 
gossip app mysteriously dies in front of 
four high-profile students all four be-
come suspects. It's up to them to solve 
the case . 
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On an island off the south coast of 
Victorian England, fourteen-year-old 
Faith investigates the  mysterious death 
of her father, who was involved in a 

scandal, and discovers a tree that feeds upon lies and 
gives those who eat its fruit visions of truth. 
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At the international Academy                 
Absconditi, classes range from knife    
throwing and poisons to the art of     
deception. And the students? All silver-

spoon descendants of the world's most elite strategists-
-training to become assassins, spies, and master       
impersonators. November doesn't know how an     
ordinary girl like her fits into the school's complicated 
legacy. But when a student is murdered, she'll need to 
separate her enemies from her allies before the crime 
gets pinned on her . . . or she becomes the killer's next 
victim.  
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When Long Island teens Miri, Soleil,   
Penny, and Jonah befriend a bestselling 

YA novelist, they find their deepest, 

darkest secrets in the pages of her next 
novel, with devastating consequences. Told from      

different perspectives as interviews, journal entries, and 

book excerpts.  
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Seventeen-year-old Jazz learned all about 
being a serial killer from his notorious 
"Dear Old Dad," but   believes he has a 
conscience that will help fight his own 

urges and right some of his   father's wrongs, so he    
secretly helps the police apprehend the town's newest 
murderer, "The  Impressionist."  
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Seventeen-year-old Emma Paxton steps 
into the life of her long-lost twin Sutton 
to solve her murder, while Sutton looks 
on from her   afterlife.  
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With two attorneys for parents,        

thirteen-year-old Theodore Boone 

knows more about the law than most 
lawyers do. But when a high profile     

murder trial comes to his small town and 

Theo gets pulled into it, it's up to this amateur attorney 
to save the day.  
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When Jessie Archer is a member of 
the Athena Protocol, an elite organiza-
tion of female spies who enact vigilan-
te justice around the world. Athena 
operatives are never supposed to 

shoot to kill—so when Jessie can’t stop herself from 
pulling the trigger, she gets kicked out of the organiza-
tion, right before a huge mission to take down a hu-
man trafficker in Belgrade. Jessie needs to right her 
wrong and prove herself, so she starts her own inves-
tigation into the trafficking. But going rogue means she 
has no one to watch her back as she delves into the 
horrors she uncovers.  
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As her senior capstone project, Pippa 
Fitz-Amobi is determined to find the 
real killer in a closed, local murder 
case, but not everyone wants her 

meddling in the past.  
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Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson 
descendants, Charlotte and Jamie, 
students at a Connecticut     boarding 
school, team up to solve a murder 
mystery. 
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When Ollie's dad disappears in the 
middle of the night, leaving her only a 
cryptic note and instructions to destroy 
it. Her mom has gone to bed, and she's 

not getting up. Apollo is hiding something, Alex is act-
ing strange, and Richard has questions about the mys-
terious stranger he saw outside. And someone keeps 
calling, looking for a missing piece of art.... Olympia 
knows her dad is the key -- but first, she has to find 
him, and time is running out. 
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In 19th century New Orleans, Celine, a 
dressmaker from Paris, becomes     
embroiled in a murder mystery that's 
connected to a glamorous             

supernatural cohort . 
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Sixteen-year-old Alex is a Spinner--she 
has the ability to rewind time to re-
view past events. Hated and feared 
because of their ability to find the 

truth, the small population of Spinners is restricted to 
Centers--compounds created to house and protect 
them. Alex's society uses the Spinners' skills to solve 
major crimes, but messing with time comes with con-
sequences : no Spinner lives past the age of twenty. At 
sixteen, Alex is in her prime--until time sickness strikes 
early. When she is offered an experimental treatment, 
Alex sees a future for herself for the first time. But the 
promising medication offers more than just a cure--it 
also brings with it dire consequences.  







 


